Humans are able to explain their reasoning. On the contrary, deep neural networks are not. This paper attempts to bridge this gap by introducing a new way to design interpretable neural networks for classification, inspired by physiological evidence of the human visual system's inner-workings. This paper proposes a neural network design paradigm, termed InterpNET, which can be combined with any existing classification architecture to generate natural language explanations of the classifications. The success of the module relies on the assumption that the network's computation and reasoning is represented in its internal layer activations. While in principle InterpNET could be applied to any existing classification architecture, it is evaluated via an image classification and explanation task. Experiments on a CUB bird classification and explanation dataset show qualitatively and quantitatively that the model is able to generate high-quality explanations. While the current state-of-the-art METEOR score on this dataset is 29.2, InterpNET achieves a much higher METEOR score of 37.9.
Introduction
An interesting property of deep architectures for supervised learning tasks is that when trained, they are able to extract more and more abstract representations as low-level sensory data flows through computation steps in the network. This property has been verified empirically, and a whole new field called representation learning has been created. A deep classification architecture's success stems from its ability to sequentially extract more abstract and useful features from the previous layer until it extracts the highest-level feature, the class label. Therefore, the intermediate features represent concrete steps in the network's reasoning. If there were a way to extract insight from the activations internal to the network it would be possible to reason about how the network is performing its classifications. It is not plausible for a human to be able to reason about these high-dimensional activations internal to the network, so instead we turn to the idea that another network could operate on these internal activations to describe how the classification network is making its decisions. The idea of having another network generate explanations based on the original classification network's internal activations is InterpNET.
There is inspiration for this idea found in the inner-workings of the human visual system. It turns out that when human subjects imagine visual objects without the actual sensory stimulus (e.g. their eyes are closed), there is still activity in their visual cortex [1] . This means that when we think and reason about images we are actually using the internal representations in our visual cortex. Just as in the brain, InterpNET uses the machinery in its classification network to guide its explanation. Also, research points to evidence that there are feed-forward connections in the visual cortex [2] . This means that internal representations in the brain are used further down the pipeline for further
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reasoning. Similarly, InterpNET essentially uses feed-forward connections from hidden layers in the network to an explanation module down-stream to help reason about the image.
Approach

Problem Statement
In supervised classification and explanation, one is given supervised trios (x, y, E(x, y)), where x is the observation, y is the class and E is a natural-language explanation of the classification based on the observation and resulting class. The goal is to design a model which can accurately assign classes y to observations x along with an explanation E(x, y) of that classification. This problem and resulting approach differs from captioning models in that captioning models are only trained on (x, E(x)) pairs and only describe the observation and not the network's reasoning.
InterpNET Architecture
In principle, the layers of a neural network compute higher and higher-level representations of the parts of the input which are relevant to producing a class label [3] . Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the relevant aspects to classification are contained in the internal activations of the network. For example, a single ReLU hidden-layer neural network computes the function
and has internal activations f 1 , f 2 , f 3 :
Building on this idea, the computation/reasoning of the network can be viewed as the internal activations of the network concatenated into a single feature vector, r(x) = [f 1 , f 2 , f 3 ]. Then, InterpNET uses this feature vector as input to a language-generating network and trains the languagegenerator in a supervised fashion to generate explanations E(x, y). The next few sections go through the technical details to make this idea concrete on the problem of fine-grained bird classification.
Model Architecture for CUB Dataset
CUB Dataset
InterpNET is evaluated on the Caltech-UCSD Birds 200-2011 (CUB) dataset, which has 11, 788 images of birds, each belonging to one of 200 bird species [4] . Recently, [5] collected 10 descriptions for each image which do not describe the content of the image (e.g. "this is an image of a bird on a tree.") but rather identify class-discriminative visual features (e.g. "this is a bird with a white belly, brown back and a white eyebrow."). This dataset serves as an important benchmark for models which seek to provide accurate classifications and natural language explanations behind their classifications. InterpNET achieves state-of-the-art on this benchmark dataset. All results presented are on the standard CUB test set.
Given an observation x, the goal is to produce a class y and an explanation E t . In the case of the CUB dataset, the observation x is a M xN x3 RGB image and the explanation E t is a vector of word indexes, ending with a terminal word index (a period). A dictionary D maps word indexes to English words, and includes a start word and terminal word. The variable θ represents the model parameters. The classifier distribution is represented as Pr(y|x; θ) and the explanation distribution is represented as Pr(E t |E t−1 , r(x); θ). The full model is summarized in Figure 1 .
For the CUB dataset, each image is preprocessed into a 8,192 dimensional feature, the second to last layer of the compact bilinear pooling network [6] which was pre-trained on the CUB dataset. These features then get fed into a series of hidden ReLU layers (for illustration, 1 is shown in the Figure) then a classification softmax layer to model Pr(y|x; θ). Let the concatenation of the resulting feature layers of the classification network be r(x). The Model. First, the network extracts 8,192 features using a pre-trained bilinear compact pooling network. Then, it classifies the category of bird using a fully connected network. It then concatenates the internal activations of the fully connected network and provides them as input to a LRCN 2f language-generating RNN which is unrolled to produce an explanation of the classification.
A language-generating Long-Short Term Memory Network (LSTM) is used to represent Pr(E t |E t−1 , r(x); θ). More specifically, InterpNET uses a two-layer LSTM where r(x) is concatenated to the input to the second LSTM. InterpNET's language generator is equivalent to LRCN 2f which achieved the highest caption-to-image retrieval performance in work surveying different recurrent architectures for captioning [7] .
The loss function for the Classifier, L C , is the cross-entropy loss between the output class probabilities and the actual class probabilities. The loss function for the explanation module, L E , is the crossentropy loss between the output sentence probabilities and the desired sentence.
Training Procedure
Because there are two separate but connected neural networks in the model that need to be trained, there are many possible variants to the overall training procedure. When gradient descent is run on the explanation module, the parameters of the classification model affect the explanation module and thus the gradient ∇ θ L E includes terms from the classification model. Therefore, in this paper, the gradient is stopped at r(x) to avoid modifying the classifier parameters and thus sacrificing accuracy. The final training routine involves training the classifier to convergence and then the explainer to convergence, and is summarized in Algorithm 1 in the Appendix. Both networks are trained using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with momentum, specifically the ADAM algorithm [8] . Alternated training procedures were investigated, but this one was the simplest and worked the best.
Experiments
Evaluation Metrics
InterpNET's explanations were evaluated using a variety of automated metrics. The metrics include the bilingual evaluation understudy (BLEU) score from machine translation, the Automatic NT Translation Metric (METEOR) and Consensus-based Image Description Evaluation (CIDEr). BLEU measures the similarity of sentences based on an averaged percentage of n-gram matches [9] and is one of the first metrics to highly correlate with human judgments of similarity [10] . METEOR does a similar evaluation as BLEU, but uses pre-trained word embeddings to semantically evaluate the similarity between words [11] . CIDEr measures similarity between generated sentences to reference explanations by counting TF-IDF weighted n-grams [12] . CIDEr rewards uncommon sentences which are used correctly.
Experiments Setup
Multiple architectures were tested and Table 1 shows the automated metrics and classification accuracy on the standard CUB test set. For all metrics, higher is better. The five architectures evaluated are: (1) InterpNET 0 : only the class probabilites generated by the classification network are fed to the n/a 56.7 n/a language-generating RNN, (2) InterpNET 1 : the classification network has one hidden layer and all layer activations are fed to the language-generating RNN, (3) InterpNET 2 : the classification network has two hidden layers and all layer activations are fed to the language-generating RNN, (4) InterpNET 3 : the classification network has three hidden layers and all layer activations are fed to the language-generating RNN, (5) Captioning: only the 8,192 dimensional image feature is fed to the language-generating RNN and (6) Generating Visual Explanations (the baseline). Table 1 shows the quantitative experiment results. All approaches evaluated in this paper have higher METEOR and CIDer scores than the state-of-the-art baseline model [13] . Thus, InterpNET is now the state-of-the-art for generating visual explanations.
Quantitative Results
The highest performing network across all metrics was InterpNET 2 , which employed two hidden layers. There was also a trade-off between the number of hidden layers in the classification network and the explanation metrics; too few lead to not enough information and too many lead to overfitting. More hidden layers also led to a lower classification accuracy, likely because of high model expressivity and thus over-fitting.
All InterpNET instantiations, except for InterpNET 3 , had higher metrics than the captioning architecture which means that InterpNET's architecture is superior for the task of explaining a network's classifications. It also provides substantial evidence backing the claim that a representation of the reasoning behind the network's classification is contained in its internal activations. Surprisingly, InterpNET 0 , which acts only on the class probabilities, outperforms captioning and is almost at the level of the other networks. This means that the statistics of the class probabilites outputted by the network are well correlated with the explanations, as one would expect. However, it achieves a low CIDer score of 68.3, likely because the network memorizes the best explanation for each class making its sentences unoriginal.
Conclusion
This paper introduces a general neural network module which can be combined with any existing classification architecture to generate natural language explanations of the network's classifications provided one has supervised explanation data. InterpNET's classifications are highly accurate and interpretable at the same time as demonstrated by quantitative and qualitative analysis of experiments on a bird classification+explanation dataset. InterpNET achieves a METEOR score of 37.9 on the CUB test set, making it state-of-the-art in the visual explanation task. The model is able to use the information extracted from a trained classifier to produce excellent explanations and is a sizable step towards interpretable deep neural network models.
Future work involves testing the InterpNET module on different classification architectures and on domains outside of computer vision (for example in skin cancer classification and fraud detection). Further extensions also include more complex language-generating architectures with attention and adversarial-based training architectures. Making complex neural networks interpretable by humans is one of the main doubts practitioners have, and thus is an important problem to address moving forward. tasks, deep convolutional networks have achieved state-of-the-art in object detection [14] , face detection [15] and many others. For language understanding tasks, deep networks have also achieved state-of-the-art in machine translation [16] , summarization [17] and many others. At the intersection of vision and language there have been breakthrough results in captioning [18] , visual question answering [19] and many others.
The most closely related work to this is on generating visual explanations [13] . The authors propose a method for deep visual explanations which uses a standard captioning model but also incorporates a loss function which rewards class specificity. The experimental validation of InterpNET is largely based on the machinery they used for fine-grained bird classification. InterpNET, which is much simpler, in fact outperforms the method in [13] on measures of both accuracy and class-specificity. Figure 2 shows example explanations for images in the CUB test set for different architectures. The explanations accurately identify discriminating features in the image and provide reasoning behind the network's classification. The descriptors are green or red based on the image they are describing; green text signifies accurate descriptors and red text signifies innacurate descriptors. All of the models' explanations match the image well, but the InterpNET models seem to be the most accurate. The captioning descriptions provide more descriptors but seem to be innacurate a lot of the time, most likely because the captioning model is only looking at the image and does not have class-specific knowledge like the others.
Qualitative Results
Training Procedure
Algorithm 1 InterpNET Training Procedure. while epochs < some number do Update Classifier parameters θ C using ADAM on L C with early stopping end while while epochs < some number do Update Explainer parameters θ D using ADAM on L E with early stopping end while
